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[The Article 39(a) session was called to order at 0901,  1 

13 February 2017.] 2 

 MJ:  This Article 39(a) session is called to order.  All parties 3 

who were present at our last Article 39(a) session are again present 4 

except the following changes:  5 

  Mr. Fidell was not present at our last session.  He's here 6 

today. 7 

 CDC: Good morning, Your Honor. 8 

 MJ:  Good morning, Mr. Fidell. 9 

  Mr. Helixon was not present at our last session, and he's 10 

not here again today.  Is that accurate? 11 

 CDC: Yes, sir.  12 

 MJ: And then Captain Banks has returned. 13 

 ADC2: Yes, Your Honor. 14 

 MJ:  Captain Banks, welcome back. 15 

  And Captain Norvell has returned.  Welcome back, Captain 16 

Norvell. 17 

 ADC3: Yes, Your Honor.  Thank you. 18 

 MJ:  We have two new defense counsel:  Major Scapicchio and 19 

First Lieutenant Marez. 20 

  Were you at the last session, First Lieutenant Marez?  21 
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 ADC5: No, sir. 1 

 MJ:  Okay.  It was another ----  2 

 ADC5: I've been before you. 3 

 MJ:  ---- trial.  4 

 ADC5: Yes, sir. 5 

 MJ:  All right.  So, if first, Major Scapicchio would state his 6 

qualifications and by whom he's been detailed and then Lieutenant 7 

Marez.  8 

 ADC4: Yes, Your Honor.  Your Honor, I have been detailed to this 9 

court-martial by Lieutenant Colonel Adam Kazin, Regional Defense 10 

Counsel, Fort Bragg, North Carolina.  I am qualified and certified 11 

under Article 27 bravo and sworn under Article 42 alpha, Uniform Code 12 

of Military Justice.  I have not acted in any manner that might tend 13 

to disqualify me in this court-martial. 14 

 MJ:  All right.  Thank you. 15 

  Do I pronounce your name correctly?  16 

 ADC4: Scapicchio, Your Honor. 17 

 MJ:  Okay.  Scapicchio.  All right. 18 

  And then, Lieutenant Marez.  19 
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 ADC5: Yes, sir. 1 

  Your Honor, I have been detailed to this court-martial by 2 

Lieutenant Colonel Adam Kazin, Regional Defense Counsel, Fort Bragg, 3 

North Carolina.  I am qualified and certified under Article 27 bravo 4 

and sworn under Article 42 alpha, Uniform Code of Military Justice.  5 

I have not acted in any manner that might tend to disqualify me in 6 

this court-martial. 7 

 MJ:  All right.  Thank you, Lieutenant Marez. 8 

  Sergeant Bergdahl, we talked about this the last time that 9 

Mr. Helixon wasn't present.  Is it with your consent that we proceed 10 

with this motions hearing today without Mr. Helixon being present? 11 

 ACC: Yes sir.  It is. 12 

 MJ:  Prior to our last session, we've had several R.C.M. 802 13 

sessions by e-mail.  And those were merely to schedule the things 14 

that we have going today, to talk about those and how we're going to 15 

proceed.  And then the government produced a new superseding 16 

court-martial convening order, which is Court-Martial Convening Order 17 

also Number One, but dated 3 February 2017, rather than 18 

11 December 2015. 19 

  I presume the defense has received a copy of that. 20 

 CDC: We have, Your Honor. 21 
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 MJ:  All right.  We'll just put that on the record. 1 

 TC:  Your Honor, in addition to that, we've produced a corrected 2 

copy to amend the original Court-Martial Convening Order, dated 3 

11 December 2015, to add the language in paragraph 1 pursuant to 4 

General Order Number 3, dated 19 January 1991, "A general 5 

court-martial is convened with the following members," in other 6 

words, the secretarial designation of Forces Command as a GCMCA. 7 

 MJ:  Okay.  Thank you. 8 

  In addition to that, the other e-mail exchanges between 9 

counsel and the Court just had to do with scheduling matters and who 10 

was going to be present and those sorts of things.  There are some 11 

things relevant to discovery and M.R.E. 505(h) issues, which I'll 12 

talk about later, that I need to put on the record.  But other than 13 

that, is that an accurate reflection of the matters that we've 14 

discussed by e-mail 802, Counsel? 15 

 DC:  Yes, Your Honor. 16 

 TC:  Yes, sir. 17 

 MJ:  Okay.  Today, we're here to take up a few items, primarily 18 

Defense Appellate Exhibit 56, a motion to dismiss for unlawful 19 

command influence.  The government's response to that is Government 20 
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Appellate Exhibit 68, and the defense's reply to that response is 1 

Defense Appellate 57.   2 

 I've read those pleadings.  Unless the parties object, I 3 

guess we'll proceed immediately with that as our first matter of 4 

business unless there's anything else we need to talk about. 5 

 CDC: Your Honor, as obviously you recall, one wonders whether 6 

you might want to take up some of the scheduling issues and get a 7 

status report so that you can have that when ---- 8 

 MJ:  Well, my intention was to do that, but I didn't know 9 

whether you wanted to do that first or ---- 10 

 CDC: I think that is probably our preference, and then we'll 11 

have the decks cleared and can move onto the motion. 12 

 MJ:  Okay.  So my understanding is, based on information from 13 

the parties, that there were -- while we made great strides with 14 

procuring all of the necessary equipment, software, and so forth, 15 

that there was some glitch over which we couldn't really exercise 16 

that much control.   17 

 And so where are we now?  That e-mail was a week or so -- 18 

maybe more -- ago.  Have we resolved that issue? 19 

 TC:  So that e-mail, Your Honor, came -- well, I believe there's 20 

two e-mails:  one indicating that the software was up and running and 21 
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then the second one which was sent, I believe, on Tuesday to the 1 

Court, indicating that there was an issue where the defense's 2 

software and the manner in which the files had been turned over 3 

allowed them to see behind redactions that had been placed by the 4 

government. 5 

 MJ:  Right. 6 

 TC:  We anticipated, at the time, that that was going to take 7 

about two weeks to correct in terms of pulling material off, 8 

reproducing it without the -- basically, a piece of metadata that was 9 

included at the instruction of our vendor which should not have been, 10 

and then readjusting it.  We actually had much faster success with 11 

that.  We were able to get it all ingested, I believe, by Friday of 12 

last week; and the defense was going through the process of indexing 13 

that material so that it can become searchable again, which is a 14 

process that I believe is ongoing even as we speak with their 15 

technical support.   16 

 So the material has now been turned over without the error 17 

that allowed them to look behind the redactions.  And they should be 18 

in a position to be able -- and Major Thomas, obviously, will be able 19 

to speak better to their scheduling -- but fully functional as of 20 

close of business today. 21 
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 MJ:  Okay.  Is that accurate, Major Thomas? 1 

 DC:  Yes, Your Honor.  I can provide some additional 2 

information, though. 3 

 MJ:  Okay. 4 

 DC:  So all of the ingestion of material and then ultimately the 5 

indexing of the material was finished late Friday afternoon of last 6 

week.  On -- or actually, I guess, two weeks ago.   7 

  On Monday ---- 8 

 MJ:  That's not all of the material.  There's still material 9 

that I have not reviewed and cleared; is that correct? 10 

 TC:  Well, Your Honor, yes and no.  The material that we are 11 

talking about here is limited to secret.  Any material that's at the 12 

TS level doesn't fall under the review software program. 13 

 MJ:  Right. 14 

 TC:  So the secret material is still -- or the top secret 15 

material rather is still a separate issue. 16 

 MJ:  But there is still secret material that I haven’t reviewed. 17 

 TC:  There is still a small amount of secret material that you 18 

have not reviewed.  That's correct, Your Honor. 19 

 DC:  That was Friday late afternoon that everything looked like 20 

it checked out.  We had our tech people look at it, and we were ready 21 
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to go.  We spent all day Monday and a part of Tuesday morning of last 1 

week -- so the 6th and 7th -- the 6th and 7th of February doing what 2 

we have finally been waiting to do, search through the discovery 3 

using the search term tools.  And it was amazing.  We were able to 4 

very quickly move through material.   5 

  One of the paralegals realized, though, that we could see 6 

behind the redactions. 7 

  The way this program is set up, you have different tabs.  8 

So you're looking at a document on tab one and it shows the -- 9 

essentially, the image file.  So if it's a five-page document and the 10 

first two pages are not redacted and then the next three pages are 11 

redacted, you can read the first two pages and then the next three 12 

pages are blacked out.  But you also have a function where you can 13 

hit a text button and then not look at the image but look at the 14 

text.  And then it has an HTML button that you can hit and you can 15 

see the HTML data, so this is all of the metadata that is hidden 16 

behind the image file. 17 

  They brought it to the lawyers' attention.  We went in and 18 

we realized, "Wow, we really can see behind the redactions."  So when 19 

you hit the text file, you could not only see the text of page one 20 
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and two, but you could also see the text of page three, four, and 1 

five.   2 

 But that's not with all the documents.  There was another 3 

document that was brought to my attention for they thought there was 4 

an error, but there wasn't.  There was -- it was properly redacted.  5 

And again, same example five-page document, the first two pages are 6 

not redacted.  I can see the text.  The next three pages, I could not 7 

see the text.  So it looks like some of the documents were processed 8 

correctly, and some of the documents were not processed correctly. 9 

 We looked at the rules of professional responsibility.  The 10 

Army does not speak to this.  But our state bars -- we then went to 11 

look to our state bars.  I’m barred in Massachusetts as well as Major 12 

Scapicchio.  I believe Mr. Fidell is also.  The rule in Massachusetts 13 

is you must immediately notify the opposing side.   14 

 Tuesday morning -- made a phone call, notified we have this 15 

material.   16 

 We checked Major Gleich’s bar.  He’s barred in New York.  17 

His rule is even more strict.  His rule says not only do you notify, 18 

you must do what the opponent says.   19 
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 The government asked us to immediately stop reviewing, 1 

which we had at that point; and then they asked us to destroy it.  We 2 

then had hands-off all day Tuesday, all day Wednesday.   3 

The government came to us and said, "We have a fix.  Can we 4 

come and ingest it over the weekend?"   5 

 We were working this weekend.  So we said, "It’s not good 6 

for us."   7 

 We said, "We can do it tomorrow."   8 

 So all day Thursday, all day Friday.  So February 9th and 9 

10th, they had one of their warrant officers come over and work with 10 

our tech guy to re-ingest all of the material and delete the old 11 

file.  It was a soft delete.  So that does still exist on the drive; 12 

but we have told the government we are not going to, you know, 13 

forensically go in and look at it.  And right now again -- so the 14 

hash values have all been removed.  So it sits on our drive, but 15 

we’re not going to look at it.   16 

The issue has come up -- and I don’t have the answer for 17 

the Court right now.  Over the weekend, we did our indexing.  So it 18 

took two days to ingest the material, and then it took all day 19 

Saturday and Sunday to do this indexing.  I don’t know yet if the 20 

problem is solved.  And I’m also curious to see if we still have the 21 
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text files for the un-redacted material, which is very important for 1 

us because that speaks to search functionality of the software 2 

program.   3 

I’ve given my paralegals two Bates-stamp examples.  4 

Hopefully, I’ll have an answer soon as to whether or not those have 5 

been provided to us in the proper format.  Because if all of the text 6 

files have been removed, that’s going to be a problem for us, because 7 

that’s going to cut into our search functionality.   8 

 MJ: Any knowledge on that, Major Oshana? 9 

 TC: I do not, Your Honor.  What I can say is that my warrant 10 

officer did go over on Friday.  We have, at defense’s request, not 11 

had him actually go in and look directly at any of the material 12 

because apparently it contains, effectively some defense work 13 

product.  So he hasn’t been able to actually look at the user end of 14 

it.  He was able to look at the back end of it and he’s confident 15 

that the redactions are now in place and cannot be searched behind, 16 

but he wasn’t able to go through and actually attempt to look.  As 17 

far as I understand it, they’ve created their own sort of radio 18 

buttons, which understandably they don’t want to give access to a 19 

member of the government to.  So we don’t have any way of knowing any 20 

more than what Major Thomas has said up until now. 21 
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 MJ: All right. 1 

 DC: So, Your Honor, hopefully, I’ll have an answer soon on 2 

whether or not we have the discovery back in a format that’s useful 3 

for us. 4 

  Another issue that came up is, in one of the documents that 5 

we received, when we were able to look behind the redactions, we saw 6 

that there was material that was relevant to Sergeant Bergdahl’s 7 

case.  It was relevant in a potential case-in-chief, and it was also 8 

relevant to a potential sentencing case, which obviously drew great 9 

concern.   10 

And this is just random.  This was a random occurrence.  I 11 

only looked at two documents personally when I stopped reviewing.  I 12 

looked at a 7- or 8-page document and then I looked at this 453-page 13 

document that the paralegals had been searching through.   14 

So I don’t have any more examples for the Court, but there 15 

was a great fear that now there is discoverable information hidden 16 

behind those redactions. 17 

 MJ: Well, is this all stuff that I've reviewed? 18 

 TC: No, Your Honor.  This is material that is -- you haven’t 19 

really reviewed the majority of the material that was done at the 20 
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secret level.  What we’re talking about here are redactions that were 1 

put in place by attorneys as being non-discoverable.  2 

 MJ: Oh, okay. 3 

 TC: I can speak to the examples that -- well, there’s only one 4 

example that the defense has actually pointed out to us.  Initially, 5 

they gave us a Bates stamp number.  We looked at it.  We went back 6 

and we said, "We’re not sure what you’re talking about here." 7 

 They said, "Nope.  Sorry that was wrong.   8 

 They gave us another Bate stamp number which is for the 9 

450-page document that Major Thomas is making reference to. 10 

  I disagree with the conclusion that there was anything in 11 

there that was discoverable for merits purposes, but we did find two 12 

references to the phrase DUSTWUN that were redacted that -- one of 13 

which arguably could have gone sort of either way -- it’s really -- 14 

it could have been a judgment call.  It’s tangentially related to the 15 

accused. 16 

  The other one was redacted in error.  What we did at that 17 

point was twofold.  First, we did a quality control check of the 18 

reviewer who had redacted that material and reviewed a sampling.  Our 19 

computer system allows us to take a sample of material, either 20 

redacted by a particular person, coming from a particular OCA or the 21 
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entire universe of our material.  And it gives you a confidence 1 

number -- a statistical probability that you have either achieved 95, 2 

98, 99 percent, depending on -- just as you would with any kind of 3 

polling. 4 

  So we conducted a review of that.  We found no additional 5 

errors in any of that reviewer’s material.  We also went and 6 

confirmed that the material that was behind the redaction was turned 7 

over to the defense in other form.  So there was no actual harm in 8 

the sense that they did have access to this material.  It’s not a 9 

discovery violation in that sense.  So we believe that, based on 10 

those actions, we have still satisfied our due diligence obligations 11 

and don’t believe that there’s any further action that’s required. 12 

 MJ: And you applied that process to all of the 450 pages or all 13 

of the work done by this particular reviewer? 14 

TC: All of the work done by that particular reviewer. 15 

MJ: What would it take you to apply that scrutiny to the work 16 

done by all the reviewers? 17 

TC: Well, we -- so it comes down to two sorts of piles, Your 18 

Honor.  There’s the first set of material that was reviewed by our 19 

ten document reviewers, which was conducted between October and 20 
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November of 2015.  That material has actually already gone through 1 

that process of doing the statistical analysis.   2 

 There is some additional material that was reviewed because 3 

it came in later that because it was not part of that larger -- and 4 

that initial review comprises basically 90 or 95 percent of what 5 

we’re talking about.   6 

So we could expand that to the sort of smaller portion of 7 

the material that fell outside of that initial review, and that would 8 

not take us too long.  I think we could probably do that within a 9 

matter of a week or so. 10 

 MJ: Let’s do that. 11 

 TC: Yes, sir. 12 

 DC: And, Your Honor, there were a couple of more examples that 13 

has not been brought to the Court’s attention.  And I want to inform 14 

the Court of these just to illustrate how difficult ---- 15 

 MJ: Now, before you get to those examples, let me also ask 16 

before we get too far down this road and I forget:  I presume that 17 

all of this has been discussed with the security officers, both 18 

defense and trial counsel and the court security officer?   19 

DC: Our first ---- 20 

MJ: The inadvertent exposure? 21 
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 DC: Our first call was to our security manager.   1 

 MJ: Okay. 2 

 DC: And he instructed us to get more information from the 3 

government.   4 

TC: And ---- 5 

DC: Well, actually our first call was ---- 6 

 MJ: I just want to make sure that the experts in that aspect of 7 

this are on top of this. 8 

 TC: Yes, sir.  And we don’t have any concerns at this point 9 

that other than the inadvertent exposure to one or two documents, 10 

that there has been any further potential for spillage.  And really 11 

again, everybody is still cleared, so it wouldn’t be an issue past 12 

that. 13 

 MJ: Okay.   14 

 DC: Your Honor, months ago when we only had one computer over 15 

at FORSCOM, Major Gleich and I were looking through documents; hours 16 

and hours just spending time going through looking at the discovery.  17 

What would happen is we would come across information and note it 18 

for, "Hey, we need to do a discovery request for this or we need more 19 

information."  And we would move through these documents.   20 
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 We found this one document in particular that had a 1 

redaction of relevant information.  It was actually a high-ranking 2 

official who was typing a statement.  And in the middle of the 3 

paragraph, it just started to be redacted.  So we noted that in our 4 

records.   5 

  Probably two hours later, we’re looking at a completely 6 

different document -- different Bates stamp number.  And there’s the 7 

same exact document, but it’s not redacted -- or it’s redacted in 8 

part but that paragraph that was redacted was not redacted.  We 9 

brought that to the government’s attention, and I think it was just 10 

an issue -- it was duplication.  It should have been de-duplicated -- 11 

we should have never gotten the same document twice.  But clearly we 12 

do have duplication within the discovery. 13 

 MJ: Well, there’s going to be some of that, but the fact that 14 

there is a divergence of redaction is the issue of concern. 15 

 DC: Yes.  Because ---- 16 

 MJ: And how can we be sure that other ---- 17 

 DC: One attorney ---- 18 

 MJ: Right. 19 

 DC: Yes, sir.  That’s precisely it.  Perhaps one attorney made 20 

the mistake and then another separate attorney did not make the 21 
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mistake.  Was it the same attorney?  We don’t know the answers to 1 

this. 2 

 MJ: Or perhaps they saw the mistake, corrected the mistake, and 3 

inadvertently put the mistake and the correction in the same batch of 4 

discovery. 5 

 DC: Yes, Your Honor.  And I can give -- this is under the old 6 

Bates stamp system of the old legacy system that was Bates stamp 7 

number 21202 through 21208.  It was only a six-page document.  That 8 

was the one that was redacted.  And then the one that wasn’t redacted 9 

and looked to be correct was 20919 through 20925.  Again, we didn’t 10 

bring that up to the Court because it seemed as though, "Hey, we have 11 

discovery.  It’s really not an issue."   12 

  But now we’ve had multiple examples of things that aren’t 13 

being redacted properly, and it is a concern.  There is now evidence 14 

that things aren’t being redacted properly. 15 

  And I will also note how time consuming that is.  If we are 16 

now spending our time preparing discovery requests for things that we 17 

already have, then that is slowing us down.  And the end of this is 18 

we’re going to be talking about a scheduling order, Your Honor, so I 19 

just want to be clear of the time difficulties that this creates for 20 

the defense. 21 
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  Another example that we came across -- the information on 1 

the classified system is broken down from different organizations 2 

that it was brought from.  So there’s unclassified and classified 3 

information on our classified system.   4 

Another example that we had was we were looking through the 5 

unclassified material, and we found a document that was marked 6 

secret.  We immediately brought that to the attention of our security 7 

manager; we brought that to the attention of the government.  They 8 

went and checked their system and was able to find that attorney -- 9 

the attorney that did that improper placing and told us that was a 10 

mistake.  That was an error.  It shouldn’t have been in the 11 

unclassified material.  So it was properly marked.  It was on our 12 

secret system.  But again another example of a mistake that was made 13 

by the government’s discovery process. 14 

The implications of this are significant, Your Honor.  This 15 

is -- now we have evidence that there are problems.  And I know the 16 

government wants to say, "We’re doing our job.  And, you know, we’ve 17 

run these statistical analyses and it’s A-Okay."  But what rate of 18 

error is acceptable to a criminal defendant in a criminal action?  19 

What rate of error is Sergeant Bergdahl willing to accept, 3 to 5 20 

percent, a normal rate of error? 21 
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So, Your Honor, there is ---- 1 

 MJ: You’re asking me? 2 

 DC: It was a rhetorical question. 3 

 MJ: I’m asking you. 4 

 DC: Zero.  Zero, Your Honor. 5 

 MJ: That’s what I would expect you to say. 6 

 DC: So the saying, you know, absence of evidence is not 7 

evidence of absence.  We now have evidence.  We have evidence that 8 

there was something going on.  There’s an anomaly in their process.  9 

And how do we take that?  What do we do?  What’s the remedy?   10 

MJ: Well ---- 11 

DC: Do they go back and research all the redactions?  Do we 12 

accept that they’re going to be able to get to this information? 13 

  The government has said they’ve gone through more than a 14 

million -- a million and a half documents.  They’ve only provided 15 

about 300,000 because the other ones aren’t relevant.  Well, how can 16 

we be sure of that now?  And then the ones they do provide to us that 17 

get redacted, how can we be sure that that’s happening properly? 18 

 MJ: Look, if it’s anything like the stuff I’ve looked at, it’s 19 

a whole bunch of the same thing over and over again. 20 
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 DC: And that’s what we have experienced as well, Your Honor, 1 

but it still creates a worry.  And also thinking about this in the 2 

505 context:  What happens when the government wants to withhold 3 

information from us?  They have to go through you.  They have to go 4 

through the Court.  So the fact that that information was redacted 5 

improperly, it removes the Court’s ability to review the information.  6 

So they’re cutting the Court out of the process, because essentially 7 

that’s a withholding. 8 

 MJ: I don’t understand what you say there because, when I 9 

review stuff under 505, I review the redacted version and the 10 

original version and compare them. 11 

DC: Yes, Your Honor. 12 

MJ: So nothing is being withheld from me.   13 

DC: In this 453-page document that was improperly redacted that 14 

we stumbled upon because of this discovery issue -- that was withheld 15 

from you. 16 

MJ: Well, but that’s -- according to the government, that’s 17 

stuff that doesn’t come to me for review under 505(h).  That’s a 18 

different ---- 19 

DC: But it was -- essentially it was withheld. 20 

MJ: ---- different batch of discovery.   21 
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 What I’m trying to assure you of is that anything that I 1 

review and approve for disclosure in a summarized redacted form, I 2 

have looked at the original un-redacted document in every single 3 

case.  And I can only say that about stuff that I’ve reviewed under  4 

-- where the privilege is invoked.  So we don’t even need to talk 5 

about that stuff.   6 

 The stuff that you’re talking about -- this other universe 7 

of documents, to use the government’s terminology, is the stuff that 8 

I do not see in -- approved for discovery in any form or fashion.  So 9 

let’s keep our discussion on that.   10 

What do you propose that I do in order to assist in making 11 

sure that you get what you believe to be the standard; and, that is, 12 

a zero-error rate? 13 

 DC: Yes, sir. 14 

 MJ: ---- in the disclosure of this universe of discovery? 15 

DC: And, Your Honor, I guess I wasn’t as clear as I could have 16 

been on the 505 issue.  I want the Court to also look at it in the 17 

505 context.  So the government has a responsibility to find 18 

information that’s relevant to the defense.  If they find that it’s 19 

relevant, they hand it over to us.  We get to see it.  If they find 20 

relevant information, that they determine is too secret and they 21 
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don’t want to turn it over to us, they want to withhold it from us, 1 

they want something done with that material, then they go through the 2 

505 protocol with the Court. 3 

 Now, 505(h)(1)(A) says, "In the court-martial proceedings 4 

in which the government seeks to delete, withhold, or otherwise 5 

obtain a relief" and so on, they have to go through this procedure.  6 

So the information that was improperly redacted was essentially 7 

withheld from us.  That’s the point I’m trying to make.   8 

 It was an inadvertent withholding but, nonetheless, it was 9 

withheld from us.  And that cut the Court out of that process, so 10 

that’s the point I was trying to make. 11 

MJ: That it should have gone through the 505(h) process? 12 

DC: If they want to withhold something from us, it’s got to go 13 

through the 505(h) process.  So this ---- 14 

MJ: If they want to withhold something from you because they’re 15 

invoking the government’s privilege, then it has to go through the 16 

505(h) process. 17 

DC: Yes, Your Honor.  So when there’s ---- 18 

MJ: If they’re not providing stuff to you because it’s simply 19 

not relevant or material, that’s a different matter. 20 
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DC: Yes, Your Honor.  And in this instance, we know that there 1 

was relevant material that was withheld from us, due to an attorney 2 

error, I’m guessing. 3 

TC: And I just -- again, that’s not correct for several 4 

reasons.  First of all, the information, to say that it was withheld 5 

from them, would mean that they did not have access to it from some 6 

other means which is, as we’ve said, for the two documents -- we’re 7 

talking about two pages out of 300,000.   8 

 So, first of all, the law is not a zero-percent error rate.  9 

The law is due diligence on behalf of the government.   10 

 And when they’re talking about two pages out of 300,000 11 

when you also take into context the fact that the information was, in 12 

fact, disclosed.  So we’re not talking about information that was 13 

withheld in the sense that the defense did not have access to it.  It 14 

was inadvertently incorrectly redacted.   15 

MJ: I got that.  But it is somewhat disconcerting that in the 16 

brief amount of review of that material that they’ve done that they 17 

came upon this particular example.  So I guess the concern by the 18 

defense is that:  What else out there has been withheld that should 19 

not have been withheld, but was not discovered by the government as 20 
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stuff that was improperly withheld, which the government then 1 

corrected by providing to the defense? 2 

 It seems that that’s probably what happened with respect to 3 

this document that you’re referring to, that somebody made some 4 

redactions and later realized that the redactions should not have 5 

been made, meant to replace the redacted version with the un-redacted 6 

-- properly un-redacted or partially redacted version and merely 7 

left, accidentally, the redacted version in the discovery materials 8 

provided to the defense.  To me that sounds to be the more logical 9 

conclusion to draw from the information that we have. 10 

TC: And it was the same reviewer, so that ---- 11 

MJ: But the concern is, okay, how many times has that occurred 12 

where it was not realized that things were redacted that should not 13 

have been redacted and the mistake corrected?  I think that’s what 14 

defense is driving at. 15 

TC: I certainly understand that, Your Honor.  I guess what I 16 

would say is that there are a variety of steps that have been put in 17 

place by the government in order to try and ensure that, to the 18 

extent possible, that does not happen.  That is not going to say that 19 

it can never happen.  I mean, the nature of reviewing a        20 

million-and-a-half pages of discovery with multiple attorneys, in 21 
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order to get through it in time, is that there is a possibility that 1 

one attorney might redact something that another attorney did not.  2 

And, as you’ve mentioned in this case, that one attorney might redact 3 

a half paragraph when he should have seen that it went on to the 4 

second page and not redacted the remainder of that paragraph. 5 

 But what we’re talking about at this point are two examples 6 

-- two pages in fact, because each occurred on one page, of material 7 

out of 300,000-plus pages that have been turned over.  And we can 8 

provide the Court in writing, if you desire, a more detailed 9 

explanation of the protective steps that we’ve taken and the way in 10 

which our system allows us to try and say with as much certainty as 11 

possible -- but, again, the standard is not zero-percent error 12 

because, if it was, we would be here reviewing discovery for years, 13 

trying to make absolutely certain that none of that material got 14 

missed.   15 

 But I think the real critical piece here is that there has 16 

been no -- and can be no demonstration of harm -- because the 17 

material was, in fact, turned over to the defense.  So there’s 18 

nothing that they haven’t actually gotten.   19 

And, as Your Honor, has no doubt seen from your review of 20 

the material at the variety of agencies that you’ve gone to, the 21 
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nature of the intelligence community -- and that’s generally what 1 

we’re talking about here -- is that this information is shared in 2 

multiple places.  So it is extraordinarily unlikely that we are going 3 

to have one critical piece of information that somehow appears in 4 

only one document that was not shared and reported at four or five 5 

different places.   6 

MJ: Yeah. 7 

TC: The likelihood of that is astronomical. 8 

 MJ: Based on my experience, if that happens… 9 

 TC: It generally means it’s not credible information. 10 

 MJ: That’s -- I think you’d have a better chance of winning the 11 

lottery than that actually happening.   12 

 So I would like you, Government, to provide me -- provide 13 

the Court, you know, in pleading format the processes that you apply 14 

so that I can review those. 15 

TC: Yes, sir. 16 

MJ: You know, just as soon as you’re able. 17 

TC: Yes, sir. 18 

DC: Your Honor, I also just want to be clear, you know, a 19 

normal case does not have a large discovery packet.  You know, in 20 

most cases, maybe there’s 20 pages of discovery.  You have a police 21 
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report, maybe you have statements by witnesses, and that’s it.  Just 1 

because this case is huge doesn’t mean that it’s acceptable on a 2 

20-page case to not give us two or three of the pages.  The 3 

principles are the same.   4 

 So, when the government says, "Highly unlikely," I don’t 5 

know about that. 6 

MJ: Yeah.  Well, I understand that the circumstances of your 7 

discovery does not breed confidence in you that the process is 8 

sufficient.  But, you know, the government has a due diligence 9 

responsibility.  They are aware of that.  They also know that they 10 

have a complicated -- it’s not complicated necessarily in the number 11 

of documents because, frankly, while there are a lot of documents in 12 

this case and a lot more than in the average court-martial, compared 13 

to other high-profile cases, this is nothing in terms of documents. 14 

 So while they don’t have a large universe of documents to 15 

go through comparatively speaking, it is a complicated permutation of 16 

documents like they’ve described.  Something coming from here, and it 17 

ends up over there.  And they build on it there, and fifteen 18 

different places have equities in it.  And it tends to feed on 19 

itself.  That’s the complicated part.  I shouldn’t say the 20 

complicated part.  That’s the difficult part for unraveling in terms 21 
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of knowing what they need to disclose and what they have already 1 

disclosed.   2 

 But this written document is going to, I think, provide me 3 

with a good idea.  And I’ve already got a pretty good idea, but I 4 

want it in writing of what the government is doing to ensure that 5 

mistakes like you’ve described aren’t made and, if made, are 6 

corrected as soon as possible and otherwise kept to a minimum.  So I 7 

think that’s their goal.  I’m sure that’s their goal.  There’s 8 

nothing in their conduct so far that causes me to believe otherwise.  9 

I’m going to read this document they submit.  But so far you’re just 10 

telling me problems ---- 11 

DC: Yes, Your Honor. 12 

MJ: Tell me what you want me to do about the problem. 13 

DC: Your Honor, as far as remedy, what should the proper remedy 14 

be?  I don’t know if we’re there yet.  Maybe we need to do a little 15 

more discovery to find out what the process is.  And if there are 16 

flaws in the process, it could be -- the remedies could range from a 17 

dismissal, to no punishment, to the government not being able to 18 

provide any aggravation evidence.  You know, I don’t know yet.  We 19 

still need to conduct ---- 20 

MJ: Okay. 21 
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DC: ---- more investigation. 1 

MJ: All right. 2 

DC: But there could be.   3 

MJ: All right. 4 

DC: There could be many remedies that the Court could fashion 5 

that would be appropriate for some sort of discovery or 505 issue. 6 

MJ: Well, when you get to that point, if you feel it’s 7 

necessary to make a motion and ask for a particular remedy, I’ll be 8 

happy to consider that at that time.   9 

What I might suggest to the extent that it’s possible, and 10 

I don’t know how possible it is with what you’ve got to do, 11 

Government, but in order to give them a greater degree of confidence 12 

in the process -- to the extent that you’re able to let them come and 13 

look over your shoulder on parts of this process -- I realize that, 14 

in some degree with -- particularly, with the privileged information, 15 

you cannot do that because that would defeat the whole concept of the 16 

privilege.  But with the stuff that is not privileged that you just 17 

have determined is not discoverable because it’s not relevant or 18 

material, to have them, you know, give them a sense of what you’re 19 

doing in order to -- and I don’t know -- maybe they already have it, 20 

maybe you’ve already done that -- I don’t know -- it’s just an idea 21 
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or suggestion.  Think about that in terms of something that you might 1 

be able to do to allay their concerns for now. 2 

If you go along in this process of reviewing the materials 3 

and discover further more egregious problems, bring those to the 4 

Court’s attention and ask me for a remedy that you believe is 5 

appropriate.  The Court will consider that at that point. 6 

Right now, all I can say is:  Government, be more careful 7 

and help them see that -- provide us this written explanation and 8 

allow them -- to the extent that you can, allow them to look in on 9 

what you’re doing to increase their confidence in the process. 10 

 DC: Your Honor, I guess that moves us to what we are requesting 11 

then for -- to have time to begin to consume this information.  My 12 

paralegal did pass me a note.  So I now have an answer, which I think 13 

is going to be a problem and maybe we need to have further 14 

discussions with the government, but it looks like the new ingested 15 

material has no text.  There are no text files.  So that tells me 16 

that if they removed the text from all the un-redacted materials, 17 

that’s going to hinder our ability to search. 18 

MJ: Okay.  Well ----  19 

DC: But what I would like is to be provided the text files for 20 

the un-redacted material, which I know is possible because I saw a 21 
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good redaction.  And we did make a mistake when we sent the first 1 

e-mail to the government saying, "Hey, look at this document.  We 2 

don’t think it’s right."  And that was Bates stamp number 182866.  3 

That was properly redacted.  And it had the text information for the 4 

un-redacted materials.  So it was -- yeah, our bad.  That was 5 

actually something that was done properly.   6 

Look at this document, and that’s when we pointed them ---- 7 

MJ: So this sounds like it’s confusing to everybody.   8 

DC: It was a transcription error for us when we sent it to the 9 

government saying, "Hey, this is an example of it not redacted 10 

properly."  Then we sent them the Bates stamp number 49031, which is 11 

the 453-page document that we could see behind.  So to take away all 12 

the text files from us is going to slow us down. 13 

MJ: Well, I don’t know.   14 

 Major Oshana, did you have something you want to add on 15 

this particular issue? 16 

TC: Yes, sir.  It’s that I agree with you that to some degree 17 

this is confusing at least for people in this room.  The one person 18 

who I can say is not as confused by this is my warrant officer who 19 

has been attempting to assist and will continue to assist them in 20 
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trying to figure out -- but I can’t stand here now and tell you the 1 

difference between ---- 2 

MJ: Okay.  I know.  Y’all just got to figure that out.  I don’t 3 

think Major Oshana disagrees with your position that you should be 4 

able to look at the text part of this, whatever that is.  Y’all just 5 

work it out.  Get the warrant officer to help solve this problem.   6 

DC: Obviously, we’re going to go back.  You know, we spent the 7 

whole weekend doing the indexing ---- 8 

MJ: Right.  But again your point -- the bigger point for me is 9 

here we are spinning around on one foot again. 10 

DC: Yes.  So really we need time, Your Honor.  You know, when 11 

we thought we were up and running on Monday, Major Gleich sent an 12 

e-mail to the Court saying, "We're up and running.  We’re moving.  13 

Can we have 45 days so that we can begin to look at all this 14 

information?" 15 

MJ: Y’all seem to be unduly concerned with asking me for time.  16 

Do not worry about asking me for time.  I’m going to give you all the 17 

time you need because, quite frankly, the government has taken over a 18 

year to get us to the point where we are now.  And whatever it takes 19 

for you to get ready, assuming that we ever go to trial, you’ll have 20 

it -- okay -- within reason. 21 
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DC: Yes, Your Honor. 1 

MJ: And, Your Honor, we initially asked for 45 days when we 2 

thought we were up and running.  Hopefully, we are up and running.  I 3 

think there’s going to be some issues with this text file.  So I 4 

would ask the Court for a 60-day status date.  So that we can come 5 

back before the Court in two months and say, "This is where we’re 6 

at."   7 

 If we go back to the office this afternoon and find out, 8 

"Hey, these files aren’t in the proper format," and there is a 9 

dispute over that, then we’ll immediately ask the Court, "Can we come 10 

in next week?  Because we have an issue that we need to bring before 11 

the Court." 12 

MJ: Right.  And we can do that on fairly short notice, anytime 13 

we need to.  So don’t be afraid to do that.   14 

 What I’ll do is give you -- what do you mean a 60-day 15 

status date?  So we'll for sure come back in to see where we are in 16 

terms of discovery in 60 days? 17 

DC: And that could also be a date where we’re going to file 18 

discovery requests based upon looking through things.  If those 19 

discovery requests are denied by the government, we'll file motions 20 

to compel.  So that date could be not only a status date to pick 21 
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further dates.  It could also be a date to get some work done and do 1 

some motions to compel. 2 

MJ: Well, why don’t we do this:  Why don’t we take our 45-day 3 

date and run it from when you are actually 100 percent up and running 4 

with this software problem resolved? 5 

 So I'm not going to give you 60 days from today.  I'm going 6 

to give you 45 days from whatever date in the future -- it could be 7 

tomorrow; it could be three weeks from tomorrow -- I don’t know -- 8 

where this issue is resolved with the software.  And we'll have a 9 

status check at that time if we need to.   10 

 You may come back to the Court -- the parties may come back 11 

to the Court and say, "Hey, we don’t need to."  And, if so, we'll 12 

reset a date for further motions hearings.   13 

 How does that sound? 14 

DC: That sounds great, Your Honor.  15 

TC: That's fine, Your Honor. 16 

 And if I could just have a moment, Your Honor, to speak 17 

with somebody behind the bar ---- 18 

MJ: Sure.  19 

TC: I'm going to try to get an update from my warrant officer.  20 

MJ: Okay.  21 
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[Pause.]  1 

 MJ:  So that also -- 45 days from that -- whatever the date is 2 

also incentivizes the resolving of that issue? 3 

 DC:  Thank you, Your Honor. 4 

 CDC: Thank you. 5 

 DC:  Your Honor, I guess we're done with the scheduling matter.  6 

I was informed that, for the motion, if the video is going to be 7 

played, there is going to need to be a recess of 30 minutes because 8 

they have to set up a system in the courtroom. 9 

 MJ:  Yeah.  We can take a recess to set that up.  I don't think 10 

we're going to need 30 minutes.   11 

 I'm not going to -- let me ask this question:  It is 12 

certainly not the intention of the defense to play the entire 13 

28-minute video? 14 

 CDC: It is, Your Honor. 15 

 MJ:  I don't understand the need for that.  The Court can review 16 

the 28-minute video at its leisure. 17 

  I do understand your point that you need to refer to 18 

portions of it in your argument, and I'm perfectly -- I understand 19 

that and I'm perfectly amenable to that.  But playing the entire 20 
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thing for the purpose of your argument seems to be unnecessary, so 1 

I'm not going to allow the entirety of it to be played. 2 

 CDC: All right.  That's your ruling, Your Honor. 3 

 MJ:  I mean ---- 4 

 CDC: My judgment, if I may, was that it was not practicable to 5 

preload -- or excuse me -- sub parts; but rather that I would play 6 

through it, halt the playing at particular points, and invite the 7 

Court's particular attention to those points.  It doesn't lend itself 8 

to a more precise process than that, I think.  If the Court is not 9 

disposed to play the entire tape, then I will simply comment on it.  10 

And I will do the best I can in the circumstances. 11 

  I know you either have already seen it or will have seen 12 

it.  It is what it is; and, you know, we've made our request. 13 

 MJ:  Right.  And so what I would say, Mr. Fidell, is that my 14 

presumption is that this is going to be played on a computer; is that 15 

correct?  It's going to be connected to the one-eyed monster there? 16 

 CDC: Correct.  That was the -- something like that.  That was 17 

the thought. 18 

 MJ:  And I presume that it has time hacks on it -- that you can 19 

fast forward to a certain time hack and can even type the time hack 20 

in and hit play? 21 
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 CDC: That would require an investment of several hours to get to 1 

that point.  That wasn't my plan.  It would actually take less time, 2 

in my opinion, to just play the 28 minutes allowing me to stop as 3 

appropriate and move along. 4 

 MJ:  Well, if you can do that, then you can skip portions.  And 5 

that's what I'm telling you to do.  Skip to the few portions that you 6 

think make your strongest points and leave the playing of the entire 7 

thing and viewing of the entire thing to me at a time that is more 8 

conducive to my -- I mean, I'm going to look at it anyway -- again 9 

anyway. 10 

 CDC: I'm sure. 11 

 MJ:  You know, it's just part of the process that I have to and 12 

will apply in deciding the matter.   13 

 Playing it in open court is a waste of the Court's time 14 

even if it's only 28 minutes or, once you deduct what you actually do 15 

play, 14 minutes. 16 

 CDC: It's not -- I'm hearing you very clearly, Your Honor.  It 17 

doesn't lend itself to the kind of precise jumping from one point to 18 

another.  I will give you -- so, therefore, I'm going to with 19 

appreciation just say if we can't do it straight through with the 20 

directions as -- on a more spontaneous basis, then let me just talk 21 
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at you.  And you will have seen the video.  It's not the optimal 1 

outcome from the defense's perspective, but it's obviously a matter 2 

in your sound discretion.  So there it is. 3 

 MJ:  Government? 4 

 TC:  Obviously, the government maintains its objection, based on 5 

what we wrote in the filings to the playing of the entire video as 6 

being a waste of the Court's time.   7 

 I understand that the manner in which -- I understand the 8 

point that Mr. Fidell is making that the manner in with they put the 9 

video together -- and I suppose they didn't go through and time hack 10 

the points that they wanted to specifically highlight.   11 

 But again, the Court has seen this.  The Court has the 12 

opportunity to see this.  The government has seen it.  It's available 13 

to the public.  The question at this point is simply what does the 14 

Court need in order to be able to resolve this issue.  And I think 15 

that Your Honor has made that clear. 16 

 MJ:  Well, I don't want to waste time.  I also don't want to 17 

further perpetuate the disturbing nature of this material -- or I 18 

guess, I should say I don't want to further perpetuate this 19 

disturbing material. 20 

 CDC: I've got an idea, Your Honor. 21 
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 MJ:  But the material is out there in various and sundry 1 

compilations apparently. 2 

 CDC: Only the one that I'm aware of.  And by the way, last I 3 

checked ---- 4 

 MJ:  Anybody could find it by searching the web. 5 

 CDC: Well, if you had enough time and were incentivized to do 6 

so.   7 

 Here's what I'm going to propose in light of your comments, 8 

Your Honor:  Suppose I argue this case and you can withhold judgment 9 

towards the end of the argument as to whether you think in light of 10 

the way the argument has unfolded whether it would be productive and 11 

a good use of the Court's time to see the video, to play the video so 12 

that everybody in the courtroom can see it. 13 

 MJ:  Okay. 14 

 CDC: You might have a ---- 15 

 MJ:  All right. 16 

 CDC: Maybe you'll have a -- maybe you'll see it differently at 17 

that point, maybe not.  But there's no need, in other words, for you 18 

to make a hard and fast ruling right now. 19 

 MJ:  Okay.  Well, in that light then, why don't we take a recess 20 

and set up the screen in case we need to play it. 21 
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 CDC: Fair enough. 1 

 MJ:  And we will do that.  Anything else we need to take up 2 

before we take that recess? 3 

 TC:  Just one minor point of correction to the charge sheet, 4 

Your Honor.  Given that we've moved into 2017 ---- 5 

 MJ:  Right. 6 

 TC:  ---- the charge sheet needs to be amended to reflect the 7 

accused's pay as being $3,052.50. 8 

 MJ:  Yeah.  Do that at the recess. 9 

 TC:  Yes, sir. 10 

 MJ:  Any objection to that, Defense? 11 

 DC:  No objection, Your Honor. 12 

 MJ:  All right.  This 39(a) session is in recess. 13 

[The Article 39(a) session recessed at 0952, 13 February 2017.] 14 

[The Article 39(a) session was called to order at 1022,  15 

13 February 2017.] 16 

 MJ:  This Article 39(a) session is called to order.  All parties 17 

who were present when we recessed are again present.   18 

 I also have been provided Defense Appellate Exhibits 58 and 19 

59:  58 being a memorandum from Secretary of Defense, dated August 6, 20 
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2013; and Defense Appellate 59 is a map of the United States with 1 

what I presume are location pins for the ---- 2 

 CDC: Events depicted. 3 

 MJ:  ---- events depicted. 4 

 CDC: Correct.  Thank you, Your Honor. 5 

 MJ:  Perfect.  All right.   6 

  Go ahead, Defense. 7 

 CDC: Thank you very much, Your Honor.  Would you mind if I spoke 8 

sitting down so I can refer to my notes ---- 9 

 MJ:  No.  Go ahead? 10 

 CDC: ---- because we don't have the lectern from here. 11 

 MJ:  That's fine. 12 

 CDC: Thank you. 13 

  On the subject of exhibits, let me say that in keeping with 14 

what I understand is the Court's practice, the exhibits that we 15 

appended to the motion, which are the compendium -- the written 16 

compendium, the cautionary memorandum to the 2015 memos are deemed 17 

exhibits for the purpose of this motion? 18 

 MJ:  Yeah. 19 
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 CDC: And also we would -- and we assume that the Court's 1 

treating the video exhibit as well as an exhibit for purposes of the 2 

motion. 3 

 MJ:  That's right.  Unless the opposing party has some valid 4 

basis for objection or contention that it's not authentic or somehow 5 

I shouldn't consider it, then I'll entertain those.  But generally, 6 

the facts are not in dispute. 7 

 CDC: That's my understanding.  If there were a problem with that 8 

authenticity, of course, the Court knows from our motion that we have 9 

a request that President Trump be available to authenticate it. 10 

  Moving right along, I want to make a few observations.  I 11 

know the Court has read the motion, the government's response, and 12 

our reply.  I want to make a few observations of a general nature, 13 

and then I want to identify and apply what I believe are the 14 

governing legal principles.   15 

 I will have comments about things to look for.  And unless 16 

the Court concludes that our original request to display the entire 17 

video should after all be permitted, I am, in consultation with my 18 

colleagues, in a position to suggest some extracts which would 19 

consume considerably less than 28 minutes. 20 

 MJ:  Okay. 21 
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 CDC: So we'll get to that when we get to it. 1 

  President Trump's views regarding Sergeant Bergdahl are as 2 

clear as glass.  They were clear before the inauguration, and he has 3 

done nothing to suggest that they have changed in the weeks since he 4 

took office.  He considers Sergeant Bergdahl a traitor, a deserter 5 

deserving of the harshest penalties and undeserving of mercy despite 6 

five years of harsh captivity.  He has also prejudicially and 7 

incorrectly asserted that soldiers died searching for Sergeant 8 

Bergdahl.  He has threatened to review the case.   9 

 President Trump's comments were intentional, repeated, 10 

seriously intended, and served his purposes in his successful quest 11 

to be elected President of the United States.   12 

 His comments cannot be reconciled with basic American 13 

values such as the presumption of innocence and the right to a fair 14 

trial.  His comments unquestionably threaten public confidence in the 15 

military justice system.   16 

 This is a case of apparent unlawful command influence.  The 17 

government must show beyond a reasonable doubt that a reasonable, 18 

fully-informed observer would not harbor significant doubt about the 19 

fairness of the proceedings.  It has not done so, and it cannot do 20 

so. 21 
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  The roadmap, as the Court knows, can be found -- the 1 

doctrinal roadmap can be found in several more or less recent 2 

decisions of the Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces, notably the 3 

Salyer and Lewis cases. 4 

  The first question that the Court has to determine is 5 

whether the defense has met the "low," "some evidence" threshold.  6 

And I believe that this is easily managed in this case.  We've set 7 

out the details, and I don't see a need to belabor them in open 8 

court.  There is a legal issue that obviously has to be addressed, 9 

and it would be disingenuous not to identify it with particularity.  10 

And that is:  Can a president exert or trigger apparent to UCI?  In 11 

this respect, I will invite the Court's attention to a variety of 12 

sources. 13 

  The executive branch clearly believes that things a 14 

president says can constitute or trigger UCI.  On what do I rely for 15 

that proposition?  One document on which I rely is Secretary Hagel's 16 

5 [sic] August 2013 memorandum which followed statements made by 17 

former president -- now-former President Obama with respect to the 18 

importance of adjudging dishonorable discharges for anyone who has 19 

committed sexual assault. 20 
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 MJ:  I think that's 6 August, and it's Defense Appellate 58.  1 

Right?  That's what you're referring to? 2 

 CDC: It is indeed 6 August.  I appreciate the Court's 3 

correction.  And that is the right number; it is Defense Appellate 4 

58. 5 

  That document can be explained in no other way than on 6 

the premise that the executive branch considered that President 7 

Obama's remarks took the case into apparent UCI territory.  As noted 8 

in the memorandum to dismiss at page 16, note 26, there was a time 9 

when the second President George Bush -- George W. Bush made it known 10 

that he would not be commenting on abuses at the Abu Ghraib detention 11 

facility in Iraq.  The reason for that was obvious.  It was an 12 

assumption and an understanding on the part of the president and the 13 

executive branch at that time that things that President George W. 14 

Bush might say would draw the matter into UCI territory.   15 

 The current administration -- and I am here including 16 

Secretary of Defense Mattis -- has not revoked Secretary Hagel's 17 

memorandum. 18 

  The President of the United States is a convening authority 19 

by statute.  According to the Constitution, he is also the commander 20 

in chief.  According to the Court of Appeals -- and I'm referring 21 
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here to the Salyer decision -- UCI is a matter of due process as well 1 

as statute.  So the fact that President Trump is personally outside 2 

Article 2 of the UCMJ is no answer. 3 

  If the comments that President Trump made had been made by 4 

a uniformed commander, they clearly would have constituted apparent 5 

UCI.  And may I say it would be highly anomalous if comments made by 6 

a subordinate could constitute apparent UCI but not comments made by 7 

the subordinate's superior.  The law should be very alert to avoid 8 

anomalous results, and that would be an anomalous result. 9 

  The second legal issue is -- can be easily stated:  Can you 10 

impute pre-office-holding conduct to post-inaugural status?  This 11 

requires only a little comment.  What is the purpose of campaigning 12 

to become president?  Obviously, the purpose is to be elected and, in 13 

the process, it's an opportunity -- an important opportunity in our 14 

society to demonstrate the candidate's beliefs, how the candidate 15 

will govern if fortune smiles on him or her and he or she is elected.  16 

And I think the circumstances as they have unfolded in the case of 17 

President Trump are very pertinent to demonstrating that you cannot 18 

simply cut off or start history afresh the moment an individual takes 19 

the oath of office.   20 
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  All but the first two of the comments listed in the 1 

compendium were made while President Trump was campaigning.  Our 2 

chronology, Your Honor, cites the beginning date for President 3 

Trump's successful campaign.   4 

 And indeed, at the very beginning, he was already making 5 

outrageous statements about Sergeant Bergdahl.  There were two 6 

statements before then.  If you were so disposed and wanted to draw 7 

the line from the moment Mr. Trump began his campaign, the fact -- 8 

the case would not be any different.  But if the Court saw a 9 

difference -- saw that it was pertinent in some way to the legal 10 

issues to whether Mr. Trump was a candidate or not a candidate, that 11 

would slice off a grand total of two of the numerous incidents that 12 

we've invited to the Court's attention.   13 

 The statements that a person makes in the course of a 14 

campaign indicate the candidate's intent.  And in this case, they 15 

indicate quite specifically what President Trump's positions would be 16 

as president.  As a result, it is our contention that there is no 17 

need for President Trump to actually say the words that give offense 18 

and that constitute apparent UCI and that are so corrosive of public 19 

confidence in the administration of justice while he -- in the time 20 

since he said "So help me God." 21 
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  I might add, by the way, that the government had no 1 

response to the hypothetical that we offered at the end of our 2 

submission concerning a nominee to a high civilian position.  I think 3 

our hypothetical concerned statements made by a hypothetical nominee 4 

to be Secretary of the Army.  I didn't have a crystal ball, by the 5 

way, so I didn't -- I had no way of knowing that that would be a more 6 

complicated process this cycle than it turns out to be. 7 

  An issue, Your Honor, that the defense has pondered -- I 8 

don't think it's necessary for the Court to decide, but I'm certain 9 

the Court will give thoughtful, careful consideration to this set of 10 

issues.  So I will mention this issue:  It is whether the initial low 11 

threshold of some evidence is applied aspect-by-aspect or engross; 12 

that is, category of offending statements by category?  Or do you 13 

sort of smash it all together and obtain a sort of gestalt?  I don't 14 

think it matters, and the reason I say that is in any event, given 15 

the low threshold that the court of appeals has imposed in this part 16 

of its jurisprudence, we're easily over the threshold.   17 

  What that means is that the Court has to reach the final 18 

stage of the roadmap prescribed in Salyer and Lewis and the earlier 19 

cases.  And that final stage involves a determination as to which the 20 
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government has the burden of proof and, indeed, a duty to prove a 1 

particular proposition beyond a reasonable doubt. 2 

  We have the court of appeals solidly on board for that 3 

proposition.  It is not open to question.  It binds this court.  And 4 

that is the heaviest burden known to the law.  And the government, in 5 

this case, has not even come close to carrying that burden. 6 

  And now I'm going to get a little specific.  The government 7 

has suggested that what President Trump has said constituted -- prior 8 

to taking the oath -- constituted mere campaign rhetoric.  In the 9 

defense view, that cannot be accepted in a democratic republic.  Our 10 

society and our political system is based on the basic rationality of 11 

the voter.  And the same is true of any democratic society that 12 

subscribes even in the remotest way to the values of the values of 13 

the Enlightenment.  The basic rationality has to be presumed as a 14 

matter of public policy, especially in a campaign for the highest 15 

office.  Campaign promises -- while there are certainly people who 16 

have promised a chicken in every pot and other things that bring a 17 

smile to anyone's face, the government shoulders a very heavy burden 18 

in attempting to deride repeated assertions on the basis that they 19 

are mere campaign rhetoric. 20 
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  I might add, by the way, the defense is aware that the 1 

Court addressed a related issue in connection with an earlier motion 2 

concerning comment made by Senate Armed Services Committee Chairman 3 

McCain.  I'm not going to re-litigate that.  But I think it's fair to 4 

distinguish -- given the care that the Court took with an opinion on 5 

that issue, I think it's fair to distinguish -- to take a minute to 6 

distinguish that case and to explain that President Trump's comments 7 

were far stronger and far more salient than anything that Senator 8 

McCain said.   9 

  And, by the way, unlike Senator McCain, who was not a 10 

candidate for president at the time he made those comments -- he was 11 

actually in New Hampshire if the Court recalls, campaigning for 12 

Senator Graham -- Mr. Trump was a candidate for president.  He wasn't 13 

carrying somebody else's water.  That's all I'm going to say about 14 

the -- that bit of history in this case. 15 

  So how to evaluate that final question, that bottom-line 16 

question?  It can be evaluated on the basis of the comments 17 

themselves and audience reaction.  And I'm going to -- when I 18 

conclude my sort of broader walkthrough -- these thoughts, Your 19 

Honor, I am going to get a little granular as to how to view the 20 

video.   21 
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 So one would look at the comments themselves.  One would 1 

look at audience reaction.  One would look at the fact that President 2 

Trump has never disavowed his own comments before or after 3 

inauguration or even since we filed the motion to dismiss, which was 4 

-- received national attention.  There was a report by the Associated 5 

Press that was widely read that reported that the White House -- that 6 

the current White House had been specifically asked, "What about 7 

this?" after the motion to dismiss was filed and, according to that 8 

account, the White House had no comment. 9 

  President Trump himself has assured the country that he 10 

doesn't kid.  This is very strong evidence that he wasn't kidding 11 

about the things he repeatedly discussed while campaigning whether 12 

it's the wall, the Muslim ban that was the subject of last Thursday's 13 

decision by the Ninth Circuit in the State of Washington against 14 

Trump, or a host of other things.  This is what President Trump said 15 

on February 8th -- this is a direct quote.  "A lot of people say, 16 

'Oh, oh, Trump was only kidding with the wall.'  I wasn't kidding.  I 17 

don't kid." 18 

  "I don't kid," Trump said. 19 

  "I watch this, and they say I was kidding.  No.  I don't 20 

kid.  I don't kid about things like that.  I can tell you." 21 
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  President Trump mentioned Sergeant Bergdahl in the comments 1 

he made enough for the USS Yorktown, comments in which only a few 2 

minutes later he addressed the Muslim ban on which he has, obviously, 3 

followed through.  How odd it would be if the same human being, 4 

addressing two issues, was in one breath entitled to be taken with 5 

utmost seriousness but in the other to be considered simply kidding. 6 

  It's perfectly obvious that President Trump has, in fact, 7 

already carried through on a number of his signature campaign 8 

promises and, you know, I hope it's clear that the point of this is 9 

to demonstrate that President Trump's statements on the campaign 10 

trail cannot be simply chucked into the burn bag. 11 

  He commented about building up the armed forces.  He said, 12 

"Make it great again."  Well, that was on the campaign trail.  Within 13 

days of becoming president, he issued a memorandum on rebuilding the 14 

armed forces.   15 

 He said on the campaign trail that he would reopen the 16 

Dakota Access Pipeline.  Within days, he had directed the Army Corps 17 

of Engineers to do exactly that.  That's the permitting authority.   18 

 He said on the campaign trail that he would withdraw from 19 

the Trans-Pacific Partnership, a major trade agreement.  Within days, 20 
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he had issued a presidential memorandum ordering the U.S. Trade 1 

Representative to do precisely that. 2 

  The video that has been furnished to the Court and has been 3 

marked as Defense Appellate 60 -- 4 

[Pause.] 5 

 CDC: 56 has five segments -- I thank the court reporter for her 6 

help. 7 

  It has five segments: 8 

  The first deals with repeated statements that Sergeant 9 

Bergdahl is a traitor.   10 

  The second deals with an allegation that he was going to 11 

receive $350,000 in back pay.   12 

  The third deals with a collection of statements generally 13 

disparaging Sergeant Bergdahl, his father, and now Lieutenant General 14 

Kenneth R. Dahl.  And that third section includes an objection to a 15 

recommendation for no punishment -- that's President Trump's 16 

description.   17 

 The fourth segment of the video concerns President Trump's 18 

repeated assertions of a matter of fact that five or six or at least 19 

five or five and maybe six soldiers died while searching for Sergeant 20 
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Bergdahl.  And that fourth section also includes an objection to a 1 

recommendation for no punishment. 2 

  The fifth section provides evidence of President Trump's 3 

promise to review this case once he is president. 4 

  Your Honor, I would like to ask the Court's leave -- unless 5 

the Court is, based on what I've said, disposed to simply play the 28 6 

minutes, I would like at least to be afforded an opportunity to play 7 

several minutes -- maybe four or five from the front of the exhibit 8 

and then the last approximately 2 minutes.  May I do that, Your 9 

Honor? 10 

 MJ:  Sure. 11 

 CDC: And as we do this, let me give you -- spoiler alert:  Let 12 

me give you the things that I hope the Court will be looking at.  And 13 

this is what seems to the defense to be analytical tools to gauge the 14 

matter as to which the government has the burden of proof.  This is 15 

internal evidence of seriousness of intent.  This is what -- here's 16 

my list: 17 

  Is the matter being repeated? 18 

  Are there assertions internal to the documents?  I've given 19 

you external assertions out of the president's own mouth about how he 20 

means what he says and how he has done what he said he meant to do or 21 
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intended to do.  This is internal evidence, internal assertions that 1 

he means what he says. 2 

  Watch for, whether in these clips or in the complete 3 

version, the use of words like "frankly," or the phrase "you want to 4 

know the truth."  Look for President Trump's smile or lack of a 5 

smile.  These are internal indicia in the evidence.   6 

 Look at the responses of media interviewers.  There are a 7 

few in the longer video, and I don't recall if they will be in what 8 

I'm going to, with the Court's kind permission, to play.  The 9 

interviewers:  Are they smiling in response to things that President 10 

Trump says?  Are they deadpan?  Do they push back?  These are all 11 

ways to assess seriousness. 12 

  And then, finally, it's reasonable to consider audience 13 

responses.  Is there applause?  Are there boos when my client's name 14 

is mentioned?  Is there nodding of heads?  Are there smiles? 15 

  I'm going to ask Colonel Rosenblatt if he would play the 16 

first -- let me say four or five minutes.  And if we all get sick and 17 

tired of this, I'll ask him to stop. 18 

 MJ:  How is our visibility, Colonel Rosenblatt?  Do we need 19 

light changes or ---- 20 

 CDC: I think people may be able to ---- 21 
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 MJ:  I'm just asking.  I'm not saying.  I can see that very well 1 

so ---- 2 

 CDC: I think everybody can see it. 3 

 MJ:  So if the video shows up as ---- 4 

 CDC: Is the audio on? 5 

 MJ:  ---- brightly as that, then we should be okay. 6 

[Pause.] 7 

 IMC:  I'm hitting play at 2 seconds on the defense video 8 

exhibit. 9 

[The defense published the video from Defense Appellate Exhibit 56 10 

from the timestamp at 2 seconds through 3:05.] 11 

 MJ: We're stopping at ---- 12 

 IMC:  I'm hitting pause at 3:05. 13 

 MJ:  Okay. 14 

 CDC: Thank you, Your Honor. 15 

  And I'm going to ask Colonel Rosenblatt to move the dial 16 

forward to about the -- what -- the 27-minute ---- 17 

 IMC:  27 ---- 18 

 CDC: ---- the 27-minute point.  He'll give us a precise read on 19 

this for the record. 20 

 IMC:  Playing at 27:02. 21 
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[The defense published the video from Defense Appellate Exhibit 56 1 

from the timestamp at 27:02 through the end of the video.] 2 

 CDC: Thank you. 3 

 IMC:  The video is complete. 4 

 CDC: Your Honor, my final comments have to do with the remedy.  5 

We briefed this at some length.  We believe that dismissal is 6 

warranted because of the gravity of the apparent UCI.  This is a rare 7 

case of apparent UCI caused by a President of the United 8 

States/Commander in Chief through repeated, highly improper comments. 9 

  Without prejudice to that, our view is -- you know, and 10 

with particular reference to the last chunk, we believe that no 11 

punishment is a proper remedy -- limitation of punishment to no 12 

punishment because of President Trump's comments suggesting the need 13 

to punish the client severely and his expressed astonishment at the 14 

fact that somebody might find some basis for showing mercy. 15 

  Failing that, Your Honor, and again without prejudice, we 16 

believe that the remedy could appropriately be -- again, failing the 17 

first two -- an order permitting no confinement to be adjudged since 18 

President Trump stated his amazement that that had been recommended.  19 

And I'm referring here to the 14 December 2015 comments in 20 

particular. 21 
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  Thank you very much. 1 

 MJ:  Government? 2 

 TC:  Thank you, Judge. 3 

  Sir, to begin with, it's important to note that when you 4 

talk about UCI, whether actual or apparent, the vast majority of 5 

people in this country are simply incapable of engaging in it 6 

because, before you get to the question of whether or not a 7 

reasonable and objective observer, for the purposes of apparent UCI, 8 

would view the proceedings as being fair or unfair as a threshold 9 

matter you have to establish some connection between the military or 10 

the government and the individual making the comments.  So, in other 11 

words, status is absolutely relevant to any determination of UCI 12 

whether, again, actual or apparent. 13 

  And the defense apparently concedes this both in argument 14 

and in their motion when they write that this would be viewed 15 

differently in their view had President Trump not been elected.  And 16 

so what we're left with is a series of comments made exclusively 17 

during a campaign or two comments made during while contemplating a 18 

campaign that were made by a person who was a private citizen, who 19 

held no office in government, and who was not in the military. 20 
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  So, at that time that all of these statements were made, 1 

they simply were not and could not as a matter of law have been any 2 

form of unlawful command influence. 3 

  So the defense's position is that they become -- they are 4 

transformed into UCI upon the president taking the oath of office.  5 

That is an expansion of both Article 37 and all of the case law 6 

regarding UCI beyond which any court has ever gone before.  No court 7 

has ever decided that statements made prior to a person taking a 8 

position either of command or of other influence can form the basis 9 

for relief under the UCI rule. 10 

  There may be, as we discussed in our brief, claims for 11 

unfair pretrial publicity.  There are other ways in which comments 12 

made by private citizens can be analyzed under the due process 13 

clause, but they're simply not UCI. 14 

  Even if we get into apparent UCI, when you look at, "What 15 

would a reasonable objective observer conclude about these 16 

statements?" status and context still apply to that question.  And 17 

that's the analysis that this Court applied when it came to Senator 18 

McCain.  The Court looked at where was he making these statements?  19 

It was in the context of a political campaign.  The Court looked at 20 
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what was Senator McCain's position at the time that he made the 1 

statements? 2 

  And so when a reasonable, objective observer views comments 3 

made -- clearly campaign rhetoric -- and the Court was able to make 4 

that conclusion about Senator McCain's comments.  You can make the 5 

exact same conclusion here.  Comments that, by the way, end in August 6 

of 2016.  There were no comments made from August until the time that 7 

the president was elected on November 8th, no comments made during 8 

the period in which he was president-elect, and no comments have been 9 

made subsequent to his election.  Nor has there been any evidence 10 

because, of course, if there was, the defense would be raising an 11 

actual UCI claim, that the president has in fact attempted to 12 

influence in any way, shape, or form, this proceeding. 13 

  So you've got the context of the statements made over the 14 

course of a very long campaign.  We all agree on that.  It's 512 days 15 

between the time that then-Candidate Trump announced his candidacy 16 

and his ultimate election as president and the subsequent time 17 

between November 8th and his swearing in as president.  Let's put 18 

that in context not just of what kind of rallies -- these are 19 

campaigns, these are interviews, they are all with a certain purpose 20 

-- but let's look at the larger Trump campaign generally because the 21 
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defense has pointed to 65 instances of comments made by Candidate 1 

Trump regarding Sergeant Bergdahl.  And they have compiled their 2 

28-minute compilation where they attempt to synthesize it in effect 3 

to try and raise the effect that it would have; but when you look at 4 

in the context of even these speeches that they are referencing, it 5 

is not -- far from a prominent feature of his campaign as they 6 

suggest in their brief.  It isn't even a prominent feature of these 7 

speeches. 8 

  As the government made clear in its compendium where we 9 

went through and actually reviewed each of the speeches, which often 10 

last for over an hour, it's a total of 46 hours plus of time just for 11 

the ones that the defense references and their compendium that 12 

Candidate Trump was speaking overall.  In other words, less than 1 13 

percent of the speech had anything to do with Sergeant Bergdahl.  And 14 

this is in a campaign that again lasted for 512 days where they can 15 

point to only 65 examples.  That doesn't take into account all of the 16 

examples of speeches; interviews; Twitter use, which was of course a 17 

prominent feature of the campaign; debates; his acceptance speech at 18 

the convention; his acceptance speech after Secretary Clinton's 19 

concession where he didn't mention Sergeant Bergdahl at all.  So it's 20 

not only not a prominent feature of the speech, it's not a prominent 21 
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feature of his primary campaign, and it's certainly not a prominent 1 

feature of the overall campaign. 2 

  And then you've got to take it into the context of the 3 

coverage overall because, of course, the 2016 presidential election 4 

is probably the widest covered election in United States history both 5 

because of the historic nature of it and because of the nature -- the 6 

changing nature of press coverage in this country and the numerous 7 

ways that we are able to get information both via network television, 8 

24-hour cable news, and the internet.   9 

 So far from being this prominent, important, significant 10 

feature of Mr. Trump's campaign, this was clearly something that he 11 

said with the intent of primarily criticizing President Obama 12 

because, while you saw in some of those clips which they didn't cut 13 

off before he finished what he was saying, in 63 of the 65 clips the 14 

defense cites, Mr. Trump is criticizing the deal that president Obama 15 

made to trade detainees from GTMO for Sergeant Bergdahl.  And Mr. 16 

Trump is hardly the only one to have criticized that deal, but that 17 

is the context in which he is making these statements.  He repeatedly 18 

refers to the five-for-one deal and to the five-for-one president.   19 

 So again, going back to what this Court was able to 20 

conclude about Senator McCain, these comments are clearly intended to 21 
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try and attack a political opponent for political gain.  And when we 1 

come down to it, Your Honor, ultimately, the solution to any of these 2 

issues has and always has been recognized as being voir dire.  And 3 

liberal voir dire is the appropriate remedy to the extent that one is 4 

even necessary in this case.  And the reason for that is clear.  We 5 

don't even know whether or not these statements are known by any of 6 

the potential panel members.  So, of course, if they have never heard 7 

them -- and again, these have not been as widespread as the defense 8 

would like you to believe that they are.  They were a drop in, as I 9 

wrote in the motion, the proverbial ocean of coverage relating to the 10 

campaign and to Mr. Trump's campaign in particular. 11 

  But voir dire is a method of curing potential prejudice and 12 

has been recognized by, as we cite, every circuit court, by the 13 

Supreme Court in Skilling, by the Court of Appeals for the Armed 14 

Forces.  And it is absolutely the appropriate method ---- 15 

 MJ:  That's for rooting out ---- 16 

 TC:  ---- for considering here. 17 

 MJ:  That's for rooting out any affect that these statements 18 

might have had on the panel members.   19 
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  How does that relate to overcoming the black eye to the 1 

military justice system, the apparent unlawful command influence, the 2 

view the public might have ---- 3 

 TC:  Yes, sir. 4 

 MJ:  ---- that military justice proceedings are invalid because 5 

the President of the United States, who is the commander in chief, 6 

when he was campaigning to be President of the United States, made 7 

all of these comments about the accused who was under investigation 8 

and/or pending court-martial? 9 

 TC:  Well, I think, Your Honor, there are a number of factors 10 

that would -- when looked at in their entirety would cause that 11 

reasonable observer to not have concerns about the military justice 12 

system.  Voir dire is one of them.  The use of extensive voir dire 13 

would be one of the factors that the reasonable, objective observer 14 

would look to and conclude that the proceedings were, in fact, fair.  15 

And that's what the Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces has 16 

repeatedly recognized as has all of the circuit courts that have 17 

dealt with this issue -- the CCAs. 18 

  So when you look at the Navy and Air Force courts' opinions 19 

that we cite on page 14 of G App 68, those look to the liberal use of 20 

voir dire in part as one of the reasons why there was no apparent UCI 21 
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when the sitting president -- again, not talking about a candidate 1 

for president -- but when the sitting president made comments about 2 

sexual assault.  So it is a factor among others and the other factors 3 

would, of course, include that a reasonably objective observer would 4 

know the president has not made any comments since being elected 5 

president.  That they were made ---- 6 

 MJ:  Let me interrupt you.  Another factor in the incidents you 7 

just cited is Defense Appellate Exhibit 58, this memo sent out by the 8 

Secretary of Defense cleansing or clarifying the -- while not 9 

specifically referring to President Obama's statements, obviously 10 

sent out with the intent to tell everybody, including the public, 11 

what the president really meant to say was ---- 12 

 TC:  Yes, sir.  And the critical distinction there, as I've said 13 

and as we've discussed repeatedly in terms of the other incidents 14 

that the defense has cited with regard to statements made by 15 

officeholders is that they were statements made by officeholders, not 16 

by people prior to taking office.  And in fact ---- 17 

 MJ:  Well, you're not at all disturbed by the statement that he 18 

made were he said -- let me see if I can find it -- the one shown 19 

right there the end. 20 

[Pause.] 21 
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 MJ:  "If I get in, we will review this case," after ranting and 1 

raving about no jail time -- "Now we see he's going to get no jail 2 

time."   3 

  Again and this cuts against the defense -- one would 4 

question where he's getting his facts from, whether it's fake news or 5 

some other thing that he's misinterpreting.  But not at all an 6 

accurate statement of where things were at the time that he made that 7 

statement.   8 

  But still his perception followed by a statement, "If I get 9 

in, we will review his case." 10 

 TC:  Again, I go back to having to look at each of these things 11 

in context.  We can't look at a single statement in a vacuum and say:  12 

Is that, by itself, enough to not only conclude that there was UCI 13 

but to conclude that the government cannot establish beyond a 14 

reasonable doubt that there is no either negative impact or that the 15 

public would not have a concern about the proceedings? 16 

  What we have is -- in putting that statement into context 17 

is that it was made in 2015.  He has not apparently made any 18 

statement since then along those lines.  Since being elected 19 

president, he has taken no action and made no statement regarding 20 
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this case.  And since taking the oath of office, he has done nothing 1 

either to speak about or to attempt to influence this case. 2 

 MJ:  The defense talked about the White House was asked about 3 

this and had no comment.  I don't ---- 4 

 TC:  I actually think that the correct ---- 5 

 MJ:  ---- believe they had any evidence on that, but I would 6 

like the evidence of that. 7 

 TC:  I would concede, Your Honor, that the -- I don't think it's 8 

correct that the White House said they had no comment.  I believe 9 

that the article that was written said that they had reached out to 10 

the White House and they had not yet received a response.  But I'm 11 

not aware of any comment made by the White House either specifically 12 

regarding the case or even to say, "No comment." 13 

 CDC: That's our understanding, too, Your Honor. 14 

 MJ:  Okay.  So it wasn't that they said, "No comment."  It was 15 

that they did not respond to a request for comment? 16 

 CDC: That is correct. 17 

 TC:  At the time of the publication of the article, yes. 18 

 MJ:  At the time of the publication which was within the past 19 

week or two? 20 
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 CDC: I think it may have been on inauguration day; but in any 1 

event, there's been no statement of any kind that we are aware of 2 

from the White House.  And I invite counsel to stipulate to that. 3 

 TC:  It was not made on Inauguration Day.  It was actually made 4 

in response to the defense's posting of the ---- 5 

 MJ:  Right.  That's what I thought. 6 

 CDC: Oh, I apologize than.  But in any event ---- 7 

 TC:  It's an AP article.  I actually think the reporter is in 8 

the courtroom.  But, yes, we agree that there was an e-mail 9 

apparently sent and that the article made reference to the fact that 10 

no response had been made. 11 

 MJ:  Okay.  Well, get me that. 12 

 TC:  Yes, sir. 13 

 MJ:  And we'll mark it as appellate exhibit next in order. 14 

[The AP article was later marked as Appellate Exhibit 33.] 15 

 CDC: We will, Your Honor.  In addition, I'm informed that there 16 

was a statement made either on or immediately after Inauguration Day 17 

by Mr. Spicer, the president's spokesman -- excuse me.  They reached 18 

out to Mr. Spicer immediately.  We'll get -- we'll get you ---- 19 

 MJ:  He was pretty busy immediately after Inauguration Day as I 20 

recall. 21 
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 CDC: Yes, but nothing has happened in the time since then and we 1 

are now past three weeks. 2 

 MJ:  Okay.  I would like the AP article marked as appellate 3 

exhibit next in order. 4 

 TC: Yes, sir.  To go back to what the Court was talking about, 5 

though, in terms of were the statements made with a full 6 

understanding of the facts at issue and the context of the case at 7 

the time that it was made?  This is one of the dangers in trying to 8 

apply the UCI standards to an individual prior to holding office -- 9 

in this case, more than a year prior to taking office.  One of the 10 

bandages that commanders and civilian leaders have is that they have 11 

advantages that commanders and civilian leaders have is that they 12 

have the access to the information, they have the advice of military 13 

counsel to discuss issues like UCI, and it's the -- you know, the 14 

defense asked us about what happens to the person who, you know, is 15 

being considered for nomination for a position and makes a statement.  16 

And that's certainly one end of the spectrum.   17 

 But can you imagine the pendulum swinging all the way to 18 

the other side?  How far back can you go to look to figure out what a 19 

person's feelings are on a particular issue?  If Senator Gillibrand 20 

were to be nominated for SecDef, could we never prosecute a sexual 21 
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assault case in the military again because she has made, over the 1 

course of her career, repeated comments and legislation and an 2 

attempt to influence that?  The answer is clearly no.   3 

 But ultimately, what we come back to is that the test for 4 

whether or not there has been any actual impact -- and again, that is 5 

a critical factor as far as the government is concerned in how an 6 

objective observer would feel about these proceedings. 7 

  If we conduct extensive voir dire and no panel member is 8 

aware of these comments and is able to say that they would have no 9 

trouble setting aside them and following the instructions of the 10 

Court even if they were aware, certainly, that would be one method 11 

and the recognized method over the history of this country of dealing 12 

with potentially inflammatory statements.   13 

  And the only reason that the defense pushes back against 14 

voir dire is the notion that they want to be able to ask, "Who did 15 

you vote for?" which is a fallacy.  There is no reason to ask that 16 

question because who a person voted for does not impute knowledge of 17 

everything that person said during the course of the campaign or even 18 

agreement upon that.  The relevant questions would be:  Are you aware 19 

of these statements?  And if not, we move on.  And if you are aware 20 

of them:  What impact, if any, would they have? 21 
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  And the Court and counsel would be in a position to 1 

evaluate the answers of the members and make a determination about 2 

whether or not there was, under the liberal grant mandate, a valid 3 

basis for challenge for cause or if they could sit as panel members.   4 

  But to seek and to apply dismissal at this stage, prior to 5 

even attempting voir dire, is not only premature, it's unprecedented.  6 

It has literally never happened.  There has never been a case that 7 

has been dismissed.  And the defense is unable to cite to any as a 8 

result of comments made, certainly, by a candidate but even by a 9 

president that resulted in the dismissal of a case pretrial and 10 

pre-making any attempt at a curative effort through voir dire and the 11 

liberal grant mandate.  And so, at this stage, without even making 12 

that attempt, and again excepting that, as the government has pointed 13 

out, under our new court-martial convening authority [sic], we are 14 

drawing panel members from across United States Army Forces Command. 15 

  And, in fact, because of the manner in which direct 16 

reporting unit's report to FORSCOM subordinate units, effectively 17 

from across the Army.  So we have no idea at this stage whether or 18 

not these comments, limited in their scope, have had or will have any 19 

impact on the panel.  And dismissal or other relief without even 20 

attempting to do that would be inappropriate. 21 
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 CDC: Your Honor, may we have a recess in situ for two minutes, 1 

please? 2 

 MJ:  Sure. 3 

 CDC: Thank you. 4 

 TC:  Your Honor, if we could -- if we could just actually do a 5 

10-minute recess, we could get you the ---- 6 

 MJ:  Let's do that.  Court is in recess. 7 

[The Article 39(a) session recessed at 1115, 13 February 2017.] 8 

[The Article 39(a) session was called to order at 1126,  9 

13 February 2017.] 10 

 MJ:  This Article 39(a) session is called to order.  All parties 11 

who were present when we recessed are again present. 12 

  Mr. Fidell? 13 

 CDC: Thank you, Your Honor. 14 

 TC:  Sir, before counsel gets into that, I'd like to just give 15 

you the update on the -- we are trying to print the article unless 16 

you guys have it. 17 

 CDC: We have it.  We're printing it out.  We'll have the 18 

Associated Press article to you. 19 

 MJ: Great. 20 
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 CDC: And I can represent that the Associated Press received no 1 

response, has never received a response. 2 

 MJ:  The government agrees with that? 3 

 TC:  Yes, Your Honor. 4 

 MJ:  Okay. 5 

 CDC: I have very -- I have so little to add that I'm going to 6 

standup this time to get my blood circulating. 7 

 MJ:  All right. 8 

 CDC: First, I want to say a word about the point that counsel 9 

made about Senator Kirsten Gillibrand of New York.  His hypothetical 10 

is of no value whatever because Senator Gillibrand has never done 11 

anything to my knowledge that focuses on a specific individual the 12 

way President Trump has focused like a laser on my client, so that 13 

hypothetical is completely without probative value. 14 

  Counsel repeatedly -- counsel has stressed the point that 15 

there is -- that we have asked for -- that we have asked the Court to 16 

go places where no court has ever gone.  It's perfectly clear that 17 

there has never been a case like this. 18 

 MJ:  That was my thought. 19 
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 CDC: Yes.  Counsel made the point that President Trump's 1 

comments -- that actually -- I'm going to paraphrase it:  That 2 

Sergeant Bergdahl was kind of -- what is the Army speak for ---- 3 

[Pause.] 4 

 CDC: ---- collateral damage in service of a larger political 5 

goal, which is scoring a point repeatedly against President Obama 6 

who, by the way, wasn't running again because the Constitution 7 

forbids him to serve a third term. 8 

  I will only say that nothing prevented President Trump from 9 

attacking the prisoner swap, of which Sergeant Bergdahl was fortunate 10 

enough to have been the beneficiary, without calling Sergeant 11 

Bergdahl a traitor. 12 

  I have no further comments.  We will submit the AP article 13 

as soon as -- oh, we have it right here.  I propose to do that right 14 

now, Your Honor. 15 

 MJ:  Okay.  Just go ahead and bring it on up. 16 

[Pause.]  17 

 MJ:  So it's Court Appellate Exhibit 33. 18 

 CDC: This is what, Your Honor? 19 

 MJ:  Appellate Exhibit 33. 20 

 CDC: AE 33? 21 
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 MJ:  Right. 1 

 CDC: Thank you. 2 

 MJ:  Okay.  Anything else before we -- we don't have any -- I 3 

hate wasting everybody showing up ---- 4 

 CDC: We could show the movie again if you want, Your Honor -- 5 

the rest of it. 6 

 MJ:  Business that we can take care of? 7 

 CDC: No, sir. 8 

 TC:  No, Your Honor. 9 

 MJ:  All right.  So what I have due out from you is to get back 10 

with me on when the problems are resolved, which I trust will be 11 

sooner rather than later. 12 

 TC:  Actually, I do realize that I have a brief update on that 13 

issue.  I was able to speak with our warrant officer, and there is a 14 

solution.  We have to run what's called OCR, which stands for optical 15 

character recognition, I think.  In any event, it can be done either 16 

by the defense using their system we believe or by us using ours.  17 

We're trying to figure out which is the fastest, and we will execute 18 

on whichever the fastest version of that is.   19 

 MJ: Okay.  Go ahead. 20 
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 DC:  Your Honor, yes, the government did approach me in the 1 

hallway and say that that was a workaround.  We're going to, 2 

hopefully, get over to FORSCOM this afternoon.   3 

  The question is going to be is the text files for -- from 4 

what they received in discovery of what we were reading -- then we 5 

would want that.  In the text files that we were reading were OCR and 6 

something they created, I think that would be absolutely fine; but I 7 

want to make sure that we get the raw data that they received because 8 

that helps with our search functionality.   9 

  The OCR function is not a perfect function it's -- you 10 

know, when you Control-F on a PDF document, it tries to read the 11 

words.  So we would like it in its pure form if we can get it. 12 

 TC:  I'm not computer savvy enough to understand the ---- 13 

 MJ:  Me either. 14 

 TC:  ---- difference between those two things, but we will ---- 15 

 MJ:  All I understood on that was "PDF." 16 

 TC:  Well, you know, Judge, we will obviously do whatever we can 17 

to give it to them in as workable a format as possible such that it 18 

does not divulge inappropriate information. 19 

 MJ:  Okay.  So let's get there.  Let me know when that is.   20 
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  And you'll have 45 days from that point -- let's put it 1 

this way:  At 45 days from that point or close to 45 days, we'll have 2 

another hearing if we need to.  We'll put it on the docket, and we'll 3 

have a status sort of update and way ahead from there.  We will set 4 

remaining pretrial order gates that are necessary.  We'll reset 5 

those, and I will look at some documentation from you all on that. 6 

  And, obviously, you know, 45 days from today is on or about 7 

1 April.  So whether we keep our April trial date or not will depend 8 

on what happens between now and the end of that 45 days.  We'll keep 9 

it on the docket for that trial date that we currently have set and 10 

make adjustments as we need to. 11 

 DC:  Sounds good, Your Honor. 12 

 MJ:  Now, also, you're going to get me -- what were you going to 13 

get me? 14 

 TC:  Your Honor, an explanation of the process by which the 15 

government has conducted its discovery up until now, which we will 16 

provide. 17 

 MJ:  And you will provide it to defense and let the defense 18 

comment on it, and we'll mark it as an appellate exhibit? 19 
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 TC:  Yes, sir.  The one other issue that has been brought to my 1 

attention that we have not yet done is an accounting of the, I think, 2 

handful of ex parte 505 communications that we've had with the Court. 3 

 MJ:  You know, you're right about that.  Why don't we take a -- 4 

now, I'm going to have to take a two-minute recess and go get my 5 

notes on that.  I think they're in my chambers, but I think I do need 6 

to do that.  I had intended to do that but neglected to do that -- 7 

neglected to bring that document -- those documents with me. 8 

  So we'll recess in place for two minutes.  This 39(a) 9 

session is in recess. 10 

[The Article 39(a) session recessed at 1134, 13 February 2017.] 11 

[The Article 39(a) session was called to order at 1135, 13 February 12 

2017.] 13 

 MJ: This Article 39(a) session is called to order.  All parties 14 

who were present when we recessed are again present. 15 

  So, on the 6th of January 2017, I had an ex parte 16 

conversation with Captain Whipple to clear up confusion about 17 

government appellate exhibit numbers relating to classified 18 

information.   19 

  On the 11th of January 2017, I had an ex parte conversation 20 

with Captain Whipple concerning spreadsheet numbering and tracking.  21 
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That spreadsheet was made in response to my confusion about the 1 

government appellate exhibit numbers that I talked to her about on 2 

the 6th of January.  And that spreadsheet was very helpful, and I 3 

directed her to provide one to the -- a copy of it to the defense 4 

with any redactions that were necessary in terms of information about 5 

identifying the particular classified documents.   6 

  On the 16th of January 2017, I had an ex parte conversation 7 

with Major Oshana about document numbering with Government Appellate 8 

Exhibit 67, regarding an 18-page summary of 655 pages of NSC 9 

documents.   10 

On the 2nd of February 2017, I had an ex parte conversation 11 

with Captain Whipple and Major Fussnecker where we discussed ruling 12 

format issues and getting spreadsheets and summaries into proper 13 

shape to give to the defense.  These are the spreadsheets and the 14 

summaries of classified information, classified documents that I 15 

reviewed, so that we could attach those to my rulings so the defense 16 

had access to the structure of my decision-making process on those.   17 

And that’s it.  Those are the ones that I’ve had.   18 

Those were necessary under M.R.E. 505, and I kept them 19 

purely to housekeeping -- sort of keeping track of the documentation 20 

so that the process, once things are turned over to the defense and 21 
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made a part of the record, is as clear and unequivocal as possible so 1 

that you know what I was looking at when I was making the decisions 2 

and so that the record of trial reflects it.  3 

Any questions about any of that or add-to's or 4 

take-away-from's by the government? 5 

ATC2:  No, Your Honor.  I just wanted to say that the specific 6 

spreadsheets that you asked for are waiting for a final review in the 7 

FORSCOM SCIF so we can then turn them over to the defense. 8 

MJ: Yeah.  And there was an e-mail to the Court regarding that, 9 

but I noted that Lieutenant Colonel Rosenblatt -- at least Lieutenant 10 

Colonel Rosenblatt was copied on that e-mail, so I didn’t bring that 11 

one up.  But, yeah, I’m going to get to that this week so that all of 12 

that stuff can be turned over to the defense as soon as possible. 13 

 Any questions about those ex partes, Defense? 14 

CDC: No, Your Honor. 15 

MJ: All right. 16 

TC: We just have one e-mail, Your Honor, in addition to that, 17 

which was with regard to the spreadsheet for the NSC documents.   18 

 In my reply I removed Lieutenant Colonel Rosenblatt from 19 

that e-mail chain which was just to discuss the substance of the 20 

titles of the documents.  As we indicated, it’s -- we don’t have 21 
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access to it yet because it’s en route to Chicago.  And we discussed 1 

being able to sanitize it such that it didn’t reveal any information 2 

that was privileged. 3 

MJ: That’s right.  You know what he’s talking about, Lieutenant 4 

Colonel Rosenblatt?  I mean, you obviously didn’t see the response, 5 

but you saw the e-mail that prompted the response. 6 

IMC: Yes, sir. 7 

MJ: Okay.  Yeah.  And I gave the government direction on that.  8 

It sounded like the right way ahead to properly sanitize and make 9 

those so that they could be provided to the defense. 10 

 Okay.  Anything else? 11 

TC: Nothing else from the government, Your Honor. 12 

IMC: Nothing else, sir. 13 

MJ: All right.  We’re in recess then until an undetermined date 14 

in the future. 15 

 This Article 39(a) session is in recess. 16 

[The Article 39(a) session recessed at 1140, 13 February 2017.] 17 
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